Summer Red Raspberry Cards
By Kimber McGray

Jillibean Soup Products
Summer Red Raspberry Soup Pattern Paper
(Frozen Red Raspberries, Red Wine, Stick of Cinnamon,
Fresh Yogurt, Whipped Cream, Sliced Bananas, Bite Sized
Bits)
Summer Red Raspberry Soup Pea Pod Parts
Summer Red Raspberry Soup Coordinating Sticker Sheet
Summer Red Raspberry Soup Labels Sticker Sheet
Summer Red Raspberry Wood Veneers

Supplies Needed
Scissors
Adhesive
Foam Adhesive Squares
White Card Bases (4.25”x5.5” card size) - 8
Stapler
Scallop Border Punch
Hole Punch
White String

For more great ideas and inspiration, please visit us at jillibean-soup.com
Card 1 - Happy Note

1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 3”x4.25” piece of Sliced Bananas pattern paper. Fold over the upper left corner and staple in place. Adhere to the front of the card at an angle, as shown.
3. Cut out the ‘Happy Note’ panel from the Bite Sized Bits. Adhere the die-cut green tab to the top of the panel. Staple to secure. Adhere the panel to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
4. Cut the Laugh Louder panel from the Bite Sized Bits pattern paper. Cut the sentiment apart. Cut a V in the end of two of the sentiment strips. Adhere the strips to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
5. Finish the card by adding three star stickers with foam adhesive.

Card 2 - Sprinkled With Happiness

1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 4”x5.25” piece of Frozen Red Raspberries pattern paper. Cut a 4”x1” piece of Frozen Red Raspberries pattern paper. Adhere the smaller piece to the top of the larger piece, flush across the top. Adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
3. Cut a 4.25”x0.5” piece of Sliced Bananas pattern paper. Punch one edge with a border punch. Adhere over the seam of the other pattern papers.
4. Add a 8” piece of string to the orange die-cut tag. Layer over the green die-cut tag and adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares. Secure the string tails with staples if you wish.
5. Adhere the die-cut flowers and wood veneers to finish the card, as shown.
Card 3 - Hello Sunshine

1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut the ‘Hello Sunshine’ panel from the Bite Sized Bits pattern paper. Cut a 4.25”x0.5” piece of Frozen Red Raspberries. With a hole punch, punch half a circle on each side of the stripe of yellow paper. Wrap a 24” piece of white string around the strip of paper twice and tie into a bow. Adhere the strip of paper to the sentiment panel. Secure the string with a staple on each end.
3. Cut 1”x2” pieces of different pattern papers. V cut one end of each. Adhere to the back of the sentiment panel at different levels, as shown. Adhere the whole panel to the front of the card with foam adhesive at an angle, as shown.
4. Finish the card by adhering wood veneer butterflies to the front of the card, as shown.

Card 4 - So Berry Sweet

1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 3.75”x5” piece of Fresh Yogurt pattern paper. Adhere to the front of the card, centered.
3. Cut a 2.5”x2.5” piece of Frozen Raspberries pattern paper. Cut in half on a diagonal. Adhere the triangles on the upper left and lower right corners.
4. Cut the green doily die-cut so one edge if flat, as shown. Adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive.
5. Finish the card by adding additional die-cuts and the sentiment sticker to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares, as shown.
Card 5 - Delight In The Little Things

1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 4”x5” piece of Frozen Red Raspberries pattern paper. Cut at an angle from the upper right corner to the lower left corner. Adhere the triangle to the front of the card.
3. Cut the sentiment panel from the Bite Sized Bits pattern paper. Adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
4. Finish the card by adhering die-cut flowers and wood veneers, as shown.

Card 6 - Love You

1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 4”x5.25” piece of Stick of Cinnamon pattern paper and adhere to the front of the card, centered.
3. Cut the sentiment panel from the Bite Sized Bits pattern paper. Cut a 3.25”x4.25” piece of Frozen Red Raspberries pattern paper. Layer the yellow pattern paper behind the sentiment panel, as shown. Adhere the whole panel to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
4. Add an 8” piece of string to the red die-cut tag and tie into a bow. Slide the die-cut tag and pink die-cut circle under the left corner of the sentiment panel. You can cut them down if it’s easier. Adhere in place.
5. Finish the card by adding the die-cut butterfly, flower and sentiment sticker to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares, as shown.
Card 7 - Throw Kindness Around

1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 4”x5.25” piece of Sliced Bananas pattern paper and adhere to the front of the card, centered.
3. Cut a 4”x1.5” piece of Red Wine pattern paper. Adhere to the front of the card along the lower edge of the blue pattern paper.
4. Attach the green sticker tab to a 1”x3.25” scrap of Frozen Red Raspberries pattern paper with a stapler. Adhere die-cut red flower to the top of the tab. Layer on the card front as shown.
5. Cut the sentiment panel from the Bite Sized Bits pattern paper. Adhere the three different stickers to the top of the sentiment panel, as shown. The green one has foam adhesive behind it. Adhere the panel to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
6. Finish the card by adding 2 heart wood veneers, as shown.

Card 8 - Hello

1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 4”x5.25” piece of Whipped Cream pattern paper, a 1.25”x 4” piece of Red Wine pattern paper and a 0.5”x5.25” piece of Frozen Red Raspberries pattern paper. Layer the pieces as shown and adhere. Wrap a 30” piece of string around the pattern paper panel and tie into a bow. Secure the string with a staple at each end of the panel. Adhere the panel to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
3. Cut the die-cut sentiment doily so the right edge is flat and the pink die-cut doily so the left side is flat. Adhere the three die-cut doilies to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares, as shown.
4. Finish the card by adding die-cut butterflies and a wood veneer butterfly to the front of the card, as shown.